
50: A Time to Heal

 “Let’s get one thing straight between us, Mr. Maxwell.” 
Over the phone, Detective Bureau Assistant Chief Arvin McDaniels sounded like Joe felt: hostile and 
fed up.
“I really don’t care if you’ve got the Commissioner on call these days. I don’t care what political perks 
you’re busy sinking your little lawyer teeth into, now that Moreno’s dirt is gusting in the wind. I don’t even 
care how many criminal cases you believe you can fuse together inside your half-baked conspiracy 
theory. If you think I’m going to aid and abet your wanton harassment of my best detective, get ready 
for the biggest wake-up call of your life.”
 “McDaniels, listen—”
 “No. It’s your turn to listen. So you wanted Bennett back on the case, after she wanted time off. 
You played your cards, called in your favors, pulled out the big guns and put Bennett in the crosshairs. 
Okay! Yes, sir. She’s back on the job. You wanted daily—Jesus, daily!—progress reports. She’s sending 
them in.”
 “Yeah! And every damn one reports ‘no progress!’ Two words, direct quote!”
 “Are you expecting nice, neat progression from Point A to Point B? Maybe it’s escaped your 
notice, but no investigation gives you that, let alone the kinds of cases Unit Two-Ten picks up. You and 
a dozen good men took six months to get nowhere, and now you’re cracking down on the one person 
who asked for this insane assignment, at your behest, after she’s barely put in three weeks? You want 
any real progress, Maxwell? Back off. My two words on the subject. Direct-quote me to whomever the 
hell you want.”
 Click. McDaniels had hung up on him.
 Joe Maxwell slammed the telephone receiver down. A sour suspicion prickled through his mind: 
McDaniels must be in on this seemingly universal plot to stonewall the Cathy Chandler investigation. 
But after a moment spent glaring at the now-silent telephone on the desk, Joe sighed in frustration 
and dismissed the notion. No, this was only a signal that the NYPD was going to start closing ranks 
against what they took to be his overzealous interference. His new status as Acting District Attorney 
gave him some authoritative clout in Manhattan, but it would not gain him any automatic friends in law 
enforcement. Especially considering the rate at which he was burning through his dwindling stockpile 
of professional favors and IOUs. And nothing aroused resentment among New York’s finest like a legal 
bureaucrat pulling rank.
 Even so, McDaniels or no McDaniels, flip-flopping Diana Bennett or no, Joe could not back off. 
Not now, not ever. Not until he had the answers he so desperately needed, and not until he had secured 
justice for Cathy. Whatever it cost him, he would see this thing through.
 He just wished that Cathy’s secretive life and mysterious death would have the postmortem 
decency to make any sense whatsoever.
 Joe walked around his predecessor’s desk (it still did not feel like his desk) to stand before a set 
of framed documents hanging on the wall next to the window. As often as he used to tease Cathy about 
everything that set her apart from the typical DA’s office employee, Joe had rarely stopped to think how 
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different her life must actually have been. Seven months into the twisted debacle that killed her, he 
realized he now spent every waking moment thinking of little else. 
 He gazed at his modest-yet-hard-earned Westfield Law School diploma. The glass in the frame 
superimposed a transparent reflection of his stubborn, sleep-deprived face above his calligraphed name 
and educational achievements. Columbia Law School had issued Cathy’s Ivy League diploma. That 
degree coupled with her personal talents had been her ticket into any position she wanted, anywhere 
she wanted. Practically a free ride through a parallel universe—but in the end Cathy had chosen plain 
old grunt work right here, on Joe’s side of the galaxy. Where she could do some real good, helping 
ordinary people face-to-face. Where she could make a difference.
 “She made all the difference in the world,” Joe told his glassed-over certificates. “And I won’t let 
the world forget.” Joe knew he would spend the rest of his life not forgetting Catherine Chandler. He 
hoped that no matter what the cosmos (or the NYPD) threw at him in the future, he could remain worthy 
of her memory.
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